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How will you be affected by the granting of a Planning Permit  
 

I am objecting to the planned development for the following reasons. 
1 – the commercial development of 27 lots negatively effects the character of 
the area. The eastern side of edgecombe road is presently rural with no 
commercial businesses. The addition of a fuel service station and other 
commercial properties would not be in keeping with the areas visual amenity. 
Commercial development should be restricted to the western side of edgecomb 
road and along Saleyards road as it presently is or significantly scaled back. 
2. The extent of the development is significant and would have a negative effect 
on the sizable kangaroo population who live in the area and graze on the land 
proposed for development.  
3. a landcare group preserves important native vegetation on the land just after 
the pipers creek/edgecombe road turn off. There is no mention of this site and 
its future and it appears that very limited vegetation will be preserved by this 
development.  The area is presently pasture , grasslands with scattered native 
trees. Changing this into 43 new lots with little vegetation preserved would 
negatively affect the areas character.  
4. the pipers creek/edgecombe road/saleyards road junction would be subject to 
a significant increase in traffic associated with the new development. This would 
increase traffic noise and disturbance associated with the change in use of the 
area. The crossing currently is challenging due to the four directions of traffic 
and with significant increase in volume the current road set up would not be 
suitable.  
5. The fuel service station and possible commercial development will increase 
light pollution in the area, especially if the fuel shop/ commercial business are 
open late/24hrs. No signage/lighting should be visible to residents as is currently 
the case in this area. 
6. The town water supply currently reaches to 53 Baynton road via a private 
agreement with Coliban water. The outlet is situated on the corner of pipers 
creek road and baynton road. No mention of water connection is included within 
the documents but this must be maintained and not impacted by the 
development. 
7. No details on the proposed commercial building has been provided so its very 
difficult to say how local character would be impacted. Fuel stations often have 
fast food outlets and truck stops connected are these planned for the site. Can 
further details be provided as to what commercial business are being targeted or 
will be built on the commercial and fuel sites? Without knowing this it makes it 
difficult to establish how much of an impact the commercial sites will have. 
8. Baynton Road and pipers creel road are heavily used by cyclists, joggers this 
development would increase car traffic in the area. There is currently no cycle 
lanes or footpaths. Consideration should be given to encouraging safe active 
transport in the area rather than just increasing car traffic.  

















Letter to the Editor 

Dear Sir/ Madam 

We  write in response to the report in the Midland News paper, Tuesday 
August 4,  on the proposed development of the land either side of the 
Pipers Creek Rd intersection with Edgecombe Rd, listing  possible interested 
tenants as including a retail fuel out let, fast food outlets, bulky goods 
outlets, trade suppliers, wholesale food suppliers and more. 

The article speaks of 500 construction jobs, and then 400 and 150 part time 
on going jobs expected to come with the development.  

In the face of so much loss to our economy, jobs and businesses, as a result 
of the Covid pandemic, such a possibility seems to offer us much that is 
good. 

 But of course, there are many ‘goods’. 

We would like to ask if there is room for a public consultation about this 
proposal for our town? 

Questions that come to mind are such things as: 

What would the people want for our environment? 

How much of the large income from this proposed development would 
come back into the town (recognising that proposed wages of people 
working there will undoubtedly bring benefit)? 

What will such a development mean for people already providing similar 
services in our town? 

How will the character and streetscape of our town be affected by the 
coming of 2 fast food outlets (MacDonalds?) 

What type of future development will best serve the  well being ,character 
and longevity of our town? 







 

 



SUBMISSION 

Planning Application 2019-573 by Retail Fuel Developments Pty Ltd 

Subdivision Edgecombe Road, Kyneton 
 

For more than fifty years, Prendergast Earthmoving has been a part of the Macedon Ranges business 

community. The business was created by a single person who recognised a local opportunity and 

with just one small piece of equipment stepped forward. Since that time, the business has grown 

and today employs more than 35 local people as well as providing work and support to dozens of 

businesses across the Macedon Ranges and Central Victoria. 

 

The business has invested heavily in land, plant, equipment and people. Our operation continues to 

create apprenticeships and opportunities for local jobs, including heavy maintenance support. These 

are the jobs that otherwise would have seen families leave our towns. Instead, they work locally and 

every day the benefits flow back into our local shops, schools and community groups. 

 

Much of our earthmoving and civil work comes from the front-end of private developments and 

public sector projects. It is a competitive industry sector with huge cost pressures. 

 

Increasingly, more operators from other parts of the state seeking to buffer the forecast economic 

downturn that lies ahead by bidding on local projects. Some of these bids are often cut the bare 

minimum and in turn create huge, unacceptable risks.  

 

Such risks result in subcontractors working on razor-edge deadlines to cut corners, or heavy vehicle 

drivers pushing speed limits to get that extra load. Often communities are critical of works where 

those delivering the project have no local ties or limited local knowledge and as a result there is little 

focus on or understanding of broader community impacts. It is little wonder that green field 

developments are often looked upon with scepticism and concern. 

 

Prendergast Earthmoving and Civil are part of the local community and this insight provides a unique 

and qualified understanding of industry conditions and what makes a ‘good development’ - both 

during construction and in its ongoing operation.  

 

Using this expertise, we have examined the proposed subdivision application and it is our belief that 

the approach adopted by the Applicant is appropriate to the region and does not rely on forcing 

contractor, construction and community risks in order to be viable. Drawing upon our knowledge we 

offer the following assessment for Council’s consideration.  

 

1. Site Location 

• The site of the subdivision proposal complies with the existing zoning classification and 

will provide an important ‘gateway’ to Kyneton’s existing employment area. 

• The Kyneton Structure Plan identifies the location as the employment focal point of the 

town. During the past year, this designation has created a measure of market confidence 

that has already resulted in businesses committing to sizable investments. 

• The size of the divided lots is suitable to attract high quality businesses who require 

specific land areas and configurations.  

• The proposed development of a vehicle service centre on the southern side of the 

subdivision is consistent with the needs of surrounding businesses 

• The zoning and location create no negative impacts on residences  

• Council’s controls on built form and civil infrastructure design are well placed to assist 

the applicant deliver a high-quality outcome for Kyneton. 

  



2. Environment 

• The subdivision and subsequent development pose no adverse impacts on the 

surrounding area which has low grade flora and fauna  

• The land has remained unused and generally not maintained. (We note that some 

sections have from time to time been affected by noxious weeds) 

• The site of the proposed service centre on the southern boundary, near Post Office 

Creek provides an opportunity to control and improve the quality of the water runoff, 

including reducing the contaminants that flow down from the northern abutment of the 

Calder Freeway overpass.  

• We are aware of the applicant’s desire to create a high-quality facility that is 

sympathetic to the local landscape and environment 

 

3. Adjoining Businesses 

• As a nearby landowner, we believe the subdivision and development does not create 

any adverse impacts for surrounding properties or tenants 

• It is our view that the subdivision will provide a positive effect on surrounding land 

values. This is an important consideration as banks continue to tighten the conditions on 

business and mortgage finance, especially in areas where land values stagnate or fall. 

• We also believe that the subdivision will attract other private sector investment. This is 

vital especially as the region will need to withstand what is expected to be a severe 

economic contraction as a result the covid pandemic.   

  

4. Traffic 

• Our business operates several heavy vehicles and we are familiar with the state 

government’s B-double and heavy vehicle routes. Edgecombe Road is a declared route 

managed by Regional Roads Victoria. The development does not create adverse impacts 

or risks and offers some benefits. 

• Edgecombe Road is an arterial connecting the Calder Freeway with other arterial feeder 

roads linking other parts of the state. In addition to heavy vehicle traffic, it also provides 

access for tourist and visitors. The location of the service centre and the proposed 

provision of slip roads for the surrounding subdivision appropriately responds to these 

factors. 

• From our perspective, a local service centre will potentially assist in reducing our truck 

movements through Kyneton’s main retail and commercial area. 

 

5. Jobs and Local Content 

• A major development of this size and importance will generate direct employment 

during construction with additional job creation continuing during the operational 

phases.  

• During construction, there are also opportunities for practical training and knowledge 

enhancement. As an employer of apprentices and trainees, we would regard this as an 

important opportunity for our workforce. 

• We understand that the applicant has a high commitment to ensuring local content in 

the delivery of the development and encourage Council to foster this undertaking as 

part of the approval process. 

• The flow on effects from using local trades, suppliers and businesses should not 

underestimated in Council’s consideration of the subdivision application. These benefits 

will flow quickly into localised direct and indirect employment as well as a boost to the 

town’s economy.  

• From cups of coffee in the morning to ongoing jobs, quarry and concrete, building 

materials and other supplies, this project must be regarded as a major stimulus 

opportunity for the region. 







SUBMISSION

PTANNTNG APPLTCATTON PLN I 2Ot9 I 573
EDGECOMBE ROAD KYNETON

BACKGROUND

1. This submission is made by John Duignan Builders Pty Limited owners of 57 Edgecombe Road

Kyneton which adjoins the proposed development.

2. John Duignan Builders Pty Limited isa local family business which duringthe past30years has

invested several million dollars in residential, commercial and industrial properties within the
Macedon Ranges Local Government Area.

CONTEXT

4. For more than a decade Regional Victoria, outside of major cities such as Geelong and Bendigo,
has struggled to attract substantive private sector investment and deliver the functional, social

and structural infrastructure that facilitates residential and sustained economic growth.

5. Kyneton has suffered from a recognised lack of residential housing stock and even (pre-covid)

demonstrated stagnated employment {ov,!th (2014 - 2019 ABS dato shows less thdn 0.5% redl
growth)which is also reflected in a disproportionately high, rising unemployment rate.

6. The dominant source of FTE employment in Kyneton remains the healthcare and social welfare
sector, largely attributable to, and reliant upon public sectorjobs and/orfunding.

7. Despite the Greater Daylesford-Macedon Ranges' Region exhibiting a significant growth in
daytrip and short break visitors, the marketing of Kyneton has almost exclusively relied on
imagery associated with Kyneton's Piper Street. This has resulted in the town not being well
known for its broader attributes including outdoor scenery and experiences. lt has also meant
that the town is not well recognised for its investment potential.

8. Notwithstandin& Kyneton is the significa nt junction from the Calder Freewaywith Edgecombe

Road providing a vital arterial corridor to the northern regions ofthe state.

9. Kyneton is the major town halfway between two of Victoria's largest population centres.

10. The proposed development utilises land (zoned C2) in an area adjoined by other, established
commercial and industrial properties.

11. There are no residential properties within 'affect-proximit/ to the proposed development that
pre-date the existence of other commercial/industrial properties or Council's declared zoning of
the site.

12. Edgecombe Road is an existing designated B-Double route and is a declared primary Higher
Vehicle Mass road

3. The principals of the business are long term residents of the Macedon Ranges and live within 1.5

kilometres of the proposed development. They are committed to ensuring that their children
and grandchildren can enjoy a unique lifestyle and have localfuture employment.



SUITABTITY OF DEVELOPMENT TO ADJOINING PROPERTIES

13. The development as described poses no direct disadvantage to adioining land holdings and is

consistent with the expectations associated with the zoning of the site. lt is also consistent

functional objectives expressed in the Kyneton Structure Plan endorsed by the current Council

L4. The development as described, is complimentary to the adjoining properties providing a positive

contribution to:
a. Aggregated land values

b. Broad economic growth

c. Attraction of secondary investment and employment

15. We are satisfied that the proposed development demonstrates a level of certainty in relation to
providing the environmental protections that are appropriate for the Macedon Ranges.

16. Specifically, and further informed by our own recent work, we encourage Council to expedite
the approvals necessary for the proponent to undertake early works associated with the
subdivision during the 2020-202L summer period, particularly along the southern section of the
site bordering Pipers Creek. This will also assist in the facilitation of gross pollutant traps ahead

of the autumn wet season removing unfiltered runofffrom Edgecombe Road and the Calder

Freeway overpass. This would also assist in the stabilisation of the subsoil conditions which
were, in part, amplified by the construction of the Calder freeway overpass and other factors.

18. We are satisfied that the visual amenit% built form and traffic management elements of the
proposed development do not create adverse impacts for our investments and tenants

19. As construction professionals, we are also satisfied that the proponent has delivered and retains
the capability to deliver, significant large-scale developments that demonstrate a high level of
design and environmental functionality.

20. Itis notedthatthe proponent is seeking the approval of subdivision of four lots into 43 lotsand
associated drainage reserve. Approval of this subdivision does not dilute Council's role or powers

as the Responsible Authority in respect of further development/built form. A timely approval of
the subdivision application does however enable adjoining properties, including those currently
undertaking refurbishments, to adopt an integrated approach.

BROADER CONSIDERATIONS

21. The proposed development represents a significant investment in the local economy at a time
when national, state and local economic growth is in rapid decline.

22. The scale of the development's investment generates sizable direct growth in Council's future
rate capture and is a catalyst for secondary groMh

23. The broader uplift in value of commercial and industrial land in Kyneton has already been
evidenced as a result of this proposal. This uplift also extends to those Council/ratepayer owned
assets.

L7. We are satisfied that the proposed development does not pose any threat to our business

investments and the interests of our tenants
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Can you please provide the details/reasons for your objection. 

  

Regards, 

Christo Crafford 

Coordinator Statutory Planning 
Macedon Ranges Shire Council  

T 03 5421 9673  I  F 03 5422 3623     

TTY call 133677, then ask for 03 5421 9673 

PO Box 151 Kyneton Victoria 3444 

Email: ccrafford@mrsc.vic.gov.au 

Web: www.mrsc.vic.gov.au 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

  







 Plan of Subdivision PS742221U/S2

Introduction

The aim of this submission to improve the environmental outcomes and riparian
protection along Post Office Creek for the above application by Retail Fuel
Developments. The development is quite close to Baldhill Reserve which is
home to endangered and threatened flora and fauna. This development could
play an important role in expanding the habitat that our local indigenous
species rely on for their survival. The area could be home to new residents
while at the same time restoring grassey woodland which has been decimated
by inappropriate farming and grazing for over one hundred and fifty years.
Planting of trees and understorey will help our Shire in its quest to lead the
region and the Kyneton community to carbon nuetrality. This develoopment is a
‘one off’ opportunity to create a biolink which could eventually connect Baldhil
Reserve with significant vegetation and habitat at Kyneton Bushland Resort.
The project has the potential to be an shining example of leadership for action
on climate change and ecological restoration by a large developer.
Conditions suggested to achieve the aims of this submission.

● Redesign the road into the RLZ blocks as a no through road. This would
protect the habitat area and greatly increase the amenity of the residents
due to reduced traffic flow. The changed location of the road would also
reduce the bottleneck where the road is close to the subdivision’s East
boundary. Lots 1,2,3, and 17 would access from Pipers Creek Road.

● Approach Vic Roads to place a dawn to dusk recommended limit on Pipers
Creek Road of 60 kph to reduce wildlife carnage and vehicle damage.

● The area coloured green would be designated habitat zone which would
have an open fencing requirement. Domestic animals would be kept out of
the whole wildlife corridor and either the developer or the eventual
landowners would be responsible to impement a timely revegetation
programme.

● The one acre domestic zone (blue) would allow the development of
wasterwater treatment plants, dwellings and sheds and the keeping of
domestic animals. Domestic animals may have to be fenced in so they
were not able to wander into the habitat zone.

● Council may consider a 173 aggreement or the like for the expanded
riperian zone along Post Office Creek and the habitat zone

● Lot sizes would be maintaned at 2 ha.

As  a community we can learn from the failures associated with RLZ. With
proper conditions in place this project could overcome some of the flaws which
have become evident over three decades.
 https://vimeo.com/258671527
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Modified Plan of Subdivision PS742221U/S2 This plan is part of
a submission to improve the environmental outcomes and
riparian protection along Post Office Creek for the above

application by Retail Fuel Developments.

Post Office Creek
Riparian Protection

Lot 1

Lot 2
Lot 3

Lot 4
Lot 5

Lot 6

Lot 7

Lot 17

Lot 8

Lot 9

Lot 10

No Through Road




